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INTRODUCTION
I propose to deal wi-th the law of employment in Ne'W' South

Wales.

I am afraid it will appear a somewhat technical and legalistic

subject.
In New South t.J'ales,
subject.In
Wales, indeed in Australia, we have adopted a rather

unusual method of "resolving industrial disputes and organising industrial
relations.

More than probably any other country in the Western

we use the techniques of the law and the venue of courtrooms.

l~orld,
l~orld,

Attempts

to export this system to other countries have not generally succeeded. Tn
the United Kingdom, the Heath Govern-ment.
Government. recently endeavoured to introduce
asystem of court disciplined industrial relations. It was rejected
re,iected by
-the
a-system
by"the
union movement. Fo~lmJing
Fo~lmJing the~"change
the~"chan~e ~f Government'the law lvas repeal~d:
It is no longer part of the law of the United KinRdom.
Kingdom. In Australia, the
system was introduced at the turn of the Century.
unions have gradually grown used to.

It is one that the

They have been able' to secure

significant industrial gains over the years from. it.

It is therefore

important that its organisation and techniques should
should he understood
dealing with the subject of

employment~in
employment~in

when

its' context.

The best that can be done in the space available is to ~ive
give a'
brief outline of some of the law of employment that would be of practical
use to social workers.

Nothing more can be aimed at

The common law works hand-in-hand with legislation in the area of
industrial law.
dealt

This. means that some of the questions which

will be

with are resolved by reference to Acts passed by Parliament.

Others are dealt with by ,decisions of industrial tribunals set up pursuant
.to those

Acts~
Acts~

Still others are dealt with by general legal principles

not found in Acts of Parliament at all.

These are the principles ..of
~of

the common law and are declared by decisions made in cases by the judges.
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Those areas covered by legislation will be first

discussed.

I will then turn to deal briefly with the law relating to

employees and their relationship with organisations such as trade unions.
Finally the common law rules relating to the contract of employment

a~d

duti.es placed on the parties
par.ties to that contract will be described.
the duties

topic is an ambitious one.
outline

The

The most I can do is give you a broad

of it.

FEDERAL

CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION

Importance

It would be wrong

to

think that all workers in New South

S. lot. Awards
Wales are- governed by N.
N,S.W.
in respect of their
Awards,i,e. the Awards handed down by
employment conditions. The N.S.W. Awards,i.e.
Commi"ssion of New South Wales,
Wales. cover
decisions made in the Industrial Commission

something more than half of the workers in New South Wales.

Their provisions

include terms as to hours of work, days for public holidays, salary rates
and so on.

Awards are never so detailed that they contain all of the

an-d responsibilites of employer and employee.
legal rights, duties,
dutie~ ana
contain the 'main rights and duties.

They

In New South Wales, some workers are

Awards·.
entitled to the 'benefits of 'State Awards.

Some, however, are entitled fo

the benefits laid down in Federal Awards.

Whether a workerls
worker's employment

rights are governed by a State Award, a
often a difficult question to determine.

Fede~~l
Feder.~l

Award or no Award at all is

Generally speaking, certain

national industries have been able to secure Federal Awards.

Wherever a

Federal Award is obtained, it takes .precedence over competing State Awards.
This is by reason of the Australian Constitution.

However, the position

is complicated by the fact that some employers are bound, in respect of
certain workers, by the provision of Federal Awards.
workers may be entitled to no

~ederal
~ederal

of a State Award, if there is one.

Others of their

benefits but only to the prptection

The explanation of whether a Federal

Award is,
i~ relevant, can normally be found either in the Constitution or in
historical facts.
"industrial".

For example, some activities have been held not to be

In such a case, no Federal Award can be made.

are frequently made to expand the area of Federal coverage.

Applications
Basicp'lly, it

is up to the Arbitration Commission to decide
deCide whether, within certain
principles, it should grant a Federal Award where none previously existed.
Sometimes a Federal Award is made, often it is decided to leave the
regulation of industrial relations to State Industrial Tribunals.

The point
'The
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of this is that the essential first step is to discover whether a person
is an employee and if so, whether his basic employment conditions are

governed by an Award - Federal or State.

is discovered, it is
When this 1s

necessary to look to the terms of the Award, if any, to see the fundamental
employment rights of the worker and the duties and rights of the employer.

The System
1904.

The Federal system of conciliation and arbitration began in

Its origins can be traced to the nationwide industrial unrest at the

end of the last Century.

Because of this unrest, the Constitution contained

provisions which empowered the Commonwealth to make laws in respect of
conciliation and arbitration for the prevention and settlement of industrial
disputes extending beyond the limits of any

on~

State.

The Conciliation

and Arbitration Act 1904 was one of the first Acts of the first Federal
Parliament.

Although it has been amended many times since, it is the 1904

Act which is still central to industrial and emploYment law in Australia.
The Act sets up a system of resolving industrial disputes, not in the workshop
or factory but by an independent tribunal which can impartially hear both
sid.es
si~es and arbitraFe, if it cannot

sett~e
sett~e

the dispute by agreement.

Because

of the. constitutional limitations, the federal system can only be used to
resolve "interstate l l "industrial" .disputes and other areas of employment law
committed by the Constitution to the

Commonwealt~.
Commonwealt~.

as'awkward
has not proved as'
awkward as it might seem.
discipline of industrial relations has
"log of claims".

However, this limitation

The scope of the Federal

been~extended
been~extended by

a device called a

This represents a demand for certain industrial conditions.

It has been held that demands made in more than one State can create an
interstate industrial dispute sufficient to give.the federal tribunals
jurisdiction.' This is the so-called "paper log" Or "paper dispute".

It is

the normal way that industrial organisations such as trade unions get
matters before the Arbitration Commission.

They make a demand for certain

industrial conditions or higher wages by a log of ciaims served on employers
and employers I organisations in a number of States.
interstate industrial dispute.
Commission.

By this means they create ar

The matter is notified to the Arbitration

It is then listed for argument and determination before a Member

of that Commission.

The resulting decision is formalised in an IlAward".
IIAward".

This Award sets out in. terms the employment conditions that must be observed
by parties to it, employer and employee alike.
the land.

It is part of the law of
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The State Systems:

only __ have
The fact that the federal tribunals only__

jurisdiction _in interstate disputes,
disputes~ disputes in the Terri-tories and certain

others, leads to some confusion.

~s.
~s

However,., this

also. more -apparent. than real

because like systems-operate in four of the six States.
Tasmania Wages Boards
tribunal.

opera~e.instead of
opera~e.instead

In Victoria and

a Conciliation and Arbitration

However, recently the Victorian Government announced an

intention to create an Industrial. Commission.

The State tribunals follow

roughly similar principles to those applied in the national Commission. In this wav
a fair degree of uniformity is achieved in employment and industrial
standards throughout the country __

~o_some
~o_some

extent. the

~xistence_of
~xistence_of

differing

in, industrial
State systems has .allowed for experimen_tatiqn
experimen~atiqn and progress in
conditions •. The problems of diversity are also reduced because Awarqs
Award,s of
conditions..
the Federal Commission now cover more than 407. of Australian employees.
The State'Tribunals, either because of provisions in their statutes or out
of a desire to promote uniform

employme~t_conditi~ns necessary
employme~t_conditi~ns

national economy, tend to take into acc?unt
acc~)Unt when
and Orders, the relevant decisions

The Arbitration Commission
C01imission.

~king

for the

their own Awards

F:ed~ral Tribunals~
Tribunals~
o~ F:e4~ral

The princ.ipal institutions which implement

the Federal conciliation and arbitration system are the Australian Conciliation
and Arbitration

Commiss~on
Commiss~on

and the Australian Industrial Court.

The

Commission
COmmission consists of a President, the Hon.
Han. Sir John Moore, -nine Deputy

.

Presidents and nearly twenty Commissioners. ",Usually,
,,?sually, the people appointed
appOinted

. .

to these positions enjoy a wide range of experience in matters relating to
the law of employment and industrial relations.

Within the Commission,

particular Deputy Presidents (most of whom are judges) and Commissioners are
assigned
aSSigned by the President to deal with disputes as they arise in particular
industries.

When a dispute arises either by a paper log or on the factory

floor, hearings are arranged within a very short time of notification of
the dispute to the Arbitration Commission.

Members of the Commission travel

to all parts of Australia to hear the facts surrounding disputes, to attempt
to settle them by agreement between the parties and, if necessary,.
necessary~ to
arbitrate and determine the matter by an Award.

Generally speaking, 'the

Commissioners carry out the functions of preventing and settling industrial
disputes at the grass roots level.
time to time.

The Deputy Presidents also do this from

They are frequently called upon to sit in a Bench of three

(one of whom may be a Commissioner) to hear appeals and determine references
made to a "Full Bench".

It is through the Full Benches that the more,
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important industrial principles are determined.

In very important matters,

such as the National Wage Case, the Full Bench may comprise the President,
three Deputy Presidents and two Commissioners.

proceedings before
Although proceedinRs

the Arbitration C{'llIDission
To_bes are worn,
Ccnmlss10n may be informal, for example, no robes

basically the procedures adopted are similar to court procedures.
parties outline their case.

Evidence may be called.

relevant industrial premises may be had.

The

Inspections of

The representatives of the employer

and employee organisations then address the Bench.

A decision is handed

down which becomes an Award.

The AustraZian Industrial Court:

The Court comprises a Chief Judge, the

Hon. Sir John Spicer and other judges, at present eleven.
many functions.

It is a court

~ith

In the present context, its chief industrial functions

include the enforcement of the Act and Awards made under the Act by the
The court also interprets Awards and the ru~es
rul_es of

Arbitration Commission.

organisations registered under the

~ctt
~ct,

such as industrial unions.

It has

powers to ensure that the rules of unions are basically fair to the members
and that union officials act justly and are democratically elected.
court also decides
the Act.

applic~tion
de-registrat:ion
applic~tion 'for.
for deregistra~ion

The

of organisations under

dft-registration may occur where an organisation fails to
Such dft-registratlon

comply with the Awards made by tha Arbitration Commission.

Other TribunaZs
under the Act.

There are many other individuals and special bodies set up
t
These include Registries and Registrars, Boards of

'.

Reference, Local Industrial Boards, Inspectorates and special tribunals such
as the Flight Crew Officers' Industrial Tribunal set up to deal with air
pilots.

Awards:

Following the resolution of an industrial dispute it is normal for

an Award to be made by the Commission.
at the end of this chapter.

A sample page of an Award is attached

It will be seen that Awards contain rules that

govern the employment conditions of those who are parties
parti'es to it or bound
by it.

The terms of an

Award will often.

previous Award conditions

follow past precedents, The

may have been settled many years ago.
ago, by

agreement between the parties or, where there is no such agreement,
agreement. "the
decision of the Commission.
period of time.

The Award is normally made for a specified

However, this does not prevent a new Award being made, even

on the basis of a previous log of claims, so long as the second or
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subsequent Award made is within the lIlIambit"
ambit" of the original log of claims

Unless it is within the scope of the previous demand,

or paper demand.

the parties will have to commence again.

Fresh demands will have to be lodgel

in more than one State.

with disputants

It is to avoid the delays inherent

in this procedure and to lay the ground for future Awards that unions

often demand very much more in their logs of claims than they expect to
receive immediately.

In other words, they are establishing a wide "amb! tit.

This will allow them, without the fo~a~ity'of
fo~a~ity'of fresh service of claims on
interstate employers, to come back to -the Arbitration Commission from time
to time, within the "ambit"
"ambit II of the original cla~.
cla~.

The explanation of

this procedure, which may seem odd and which sometimes results in exaggerated
newspaper stories that may fan the inflationary pressures in society, is to
be found in decisions of the High
the Constitution.

Cour~
Cour~

of Australia upon the requirements of

It explains why claims are often exaggerated and demands

are sometimes made fo~· much mo~e than the parties would realistically
expect,
expect.

Conciliation:

Normally, when the Commission
COmmission is notified of a

dis~ute,

an

attempt is
'made "to achieve conciliatio~~
"compromise agreement
is'made"to
conciliatio~, i.e. a .compromise
between the disputing parties.

This may be "done either by a compulsory

proceedings to which" the parties come voluntarily.
conference or in informal pr'oceedings
voluntarily,
The conciliation procedures are carried out most informally.

The parties

representat~~es) simply sit around a table and
(usually union and employer representat~~es)
talk about the problem with a Member of the Arbitration Commission.

On

occasions the Commissioner will see the parties together or separately.
Sometimes they are left to discuss the matter by themselves.

It is only

when this procedure is unsuccessful thatthat" the Commission proceeds to
arbitrate the matter, i.e. to decide it by a binding Award.

The process of

conciliation and arbitration is the principal way in which eroploYm~nt
elllplojme"nt
conditions in Australia have been determined during the whole

o~

this century.

Surprisingly large numbers of issues can be resolved by conciliation,
using the techniques of "give and take".

If, following the completion of

conciliation, issues remain to be arbitrated, the parties are

entit~ed
entit~ed

to

object to the Member of the Arbitration Commission who assisted in the
conciliation, proceeding to arbitrate the dispute.
arbitrated by another Member of the Commission.
is raised.

The matter must then be

Normally,

~o

such objection

however it is,
is. a new 1-1ember
Member of the Commission will take over t"
If hOt"l1ever

Arbitration on the dispute.
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Agreements:

It must be ·mentioned at this stage that many agreements are

reached between employers and employees without any intervention at all
by the system of conciliation and arbitration.

One author has estimated

that up to 50% of provisions relating to employment are achieved in this
manner

4

The process has often been referred to as "collective bargaining".

In the United States and the United Kingdom, where there is no compulsory

conciliation and arbitration machinery, the processes of collective

bargaining have been institutionalised.

Here, it is possible to register

agreements reached under the Conciliation and Arbitration Act.

It is also

cre'ate a formal interstate dispute so that a consent Award
possible to create
can be entered by the Commission.

Normally this will be done automatically,

although there are some terms that require specific approval.
employers pay particular workers or
minimum ·amount
,amount fixed by an award.

cl~sses
cl~sses

Some

of workers well over the

These "over-award payments" represent

nothing more than the agreement to which freely contracting parties inay
may
come in our society.
you may not pay less.
of the

wBge~h~s
wBge~h~s

In other words, you may pay more than the Award, but
In some industries, the "over-award" component

itself become almost institutionalised •• There is a

'''going rate" 'for particular employees which takes into account the fairly
-"going
uniform "over-award" component.

Of late, more and more disputes are about

"over-award" levels and this has led to a demand for the Arbitration
Commission to fix II"going
g01ng rate" Awards.

The system we have lived with for

seventy years and more is now so much P4rt of our industrial scene that
payments made over and beyond the Award levels themselves tend to become
imitatinp, the basic Award
fixed and institutionalised, imitating

Interpretation of Awards

syste~.

Because an Award is like a small Act of

Parliament, disputes can sometimes arise over what is meant by Award
provisions and what the parties intended when they agreed upon certain terms.
Because of constitutional limitations, 'the Arbitration Commission does not
have the power to interpret Awards.
Industrial Court.
arise.

Interpretations can be sought in the

This facility is rarely used.

may. suddenly
A dispute may

There is not time to wait for a full scale interpretation

c~s.e.
c~s~.

Frequently the parties agree to accept the informal interpretation given,
given.
by a Member of the Arbitration Commission.

Alternatively, a new dispute is

created and the Arbitration Commission, without interpreting the old Award,
may proceed to make a new Award which clarifies the matter.
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Enforcement:

General'ly;Genera~ly, people' obey"Awards simply'because they are part

.1aws,-· they· are obeyed because men prefer
of the law of the land. "- Like most .1aws,-·they·
is constantly
to live 'in an orderly, peaceful system than in one which 1s
unde"r ·challenge.
under
-challenge.

are no exception.

Awards made under the Conciliat:ion
Concilia~ion and Arbitration Act
However, occasionally breaches occur.

Procedures have

Aw'ard provisions both against
agains t employers
therefore been laid down to enforce Award

are

and "employees
•.. Sometimes-penalties'
in'- or inserted into an
employees."
Sometimes' penalties' are include'd in"or
Award" fixing the amount of fines that must be"
be'- paid
p3.1d by an offending union.
Award'
years has tended to"suggest
to' 'suggest that these "penal
The e"xpeifence of recent:' years'
clausesI' "may scrmetimes'
sc"metimes'h-ave
unres,t.
clauses"
h-ave a' con:trarY" effect' causing more industrial unres.t.

Other meiins
means "0£
"'0£ disciplining the
the""parde-s~-ex1st~"-"'-These
parde"s~"exist ~"-":The.se include suspending'
industrial""" improvements "may be sought', suspending Aw'ards,
Aw'ards.
hearings by which" indiistrial"""

cancelling the

regis~ration
regis~ration

of the industrial organisations and so on.

Arbitration Commission and the passage of time
Normally, persuasion ,by the ArbitrationCommissien
iridustrial unrest and
in which tempers can cool, are sufficient to settle industrial
-conditions.
breach .of
of Award 'conditions.

Basi'cal1y,
Bas~cal1y, unions and employers have lived so

a-rbitrati.on system in>Australia--and
in--Austra1ia--and the alternatives are sO"
long with the a'rbitrati.on
uncertain, that~ithey· are prepared teaccept
to accept the obligations of the system
uncertain,thatjthey

as the price for its-benefits."'"

INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION IN N.S.W.
PI.S.W. Industrial Commission
!'I.S.W.

ipdustrial arbitration in New
The system of ip.dustrial

in different, State tribunals.

An Industrial Arbitration Act was passed in

,

South Hales is substantially similar to '.the Federal system.

1901.

It provided for the establishment.of a court.

It is administere·

In 1908 Industrial

Boards were established to supplement, more informally, the work of that
court.

It was not until 1926 that the system began to take on its present

form, with the establishment of the Industrial Commission and Conciliation
Committees.

These replaced the Court and the Boards.

is exercised by the Conmdssion.
Conmtission.
arbitration 1s

The overall control of

This is comprised of a President,

the Hon. Sir Alexander Beattie and eight Members, all of them judges.

The

lIindustrial matters".
Commission has a very wide jurisdiction in relation to "industrial

It is not limited in the same way as are the Federal tribunals, by
provisions of the Constitution.

.......

It can therefore deal with a whole range of

Wales" ,so
so long as these are
matters relevant to employment in New South Wales,

within the Act and do not infringe the overriding powers of the Commonwealth.
Under the Australian Constitution, a law of the Commonwealth (including an
Award) takes priority over a law of a State (including a State Award). hut
where there is a real conflict hetween the two.

onl~
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Conciliation Committees:
Hales, as in South Australia, there
Commi~tees: In New South Wales,
has been developed a system of Conciliation Committees.

These committees

share with the Conunission many of its Award-making activities.

over 400 such Committees.

or callings.

There are

They are established for particular industries

In some cases they are specifically established to deal with

the industrial disputes and_issues arising with a particular large employer.

Committee normally consists of a representative of the employers, a Union
representative and a Chairman who is a Conciliation Commissioner,
independent of both parties.

They sit down together to discuss disputes

and particular issues that have arisen.

In the nature of things, employers'

representatives generally favour the view advanced by the employers.
F.rnployees'
F.rnployees 1 representatives generally, favour the view advanced by the Union.
Therefore the casting vote of the Conciliation Commissioner
Commlssioner becomes the
important determinant.,

Nevertheless, the simple fact of sitting down

together, sometimes apart from the disputing parties, has a healthy effect
on industrial relations.
view of each side.

It encourages an understanding of the point of

The tendency
_has emerged
emerge'd of,late
of late to dispense with
tendency_has

Committees constituted

as

above and to repose the decision in industrial

disputes to asingle judgment of thE! Conciliation Commissioner.

Conciliation

Commissioners therefore share some Committees, determine some disputes on
their own and may have.particular industrial matters referred to them by the
judges of the Industrial Commission.

They are p-mpowered
~mpowered to call compulsory

industr~l dispute involving employment
conferences by which parties to an industrial

•

s~oned before them to outline what the dispute is abouc.
issues can be sUf!D1loned
abou"t.

There is a very helpful provision in the New South Wales Act which empowers
the judges and Conciliation Commissioners to make an interim order to
restore the status quo, during the hearing of a disputed claim.

Awards:

The procedure for making Awards in New South Wales is basically

the same as in the Commonwealth system.

If the proceedings take place before

the Industrial Commission, they tend to be more formal than the more
followed before the Commissioners and Conciliation
relaxed procedures follo~ed
Committees.

The judges normally wear robes for hearings,

especial~when
especial~when

Le. as a Bench of three' ~r
are sitting "in Court Session" i.e.
~r more.

they

RObe~
Robes and

wigs are not worn before the Conciliation Committees or Commissioners.
They are frequently not worn during compulsory conferences even before the
judges.

As in the Commonwealth system, Awards
Alvards can be made either by

arbi~ration

or by consent.

There are fewer constitutional limitations on

the matters that can be contained within an Award in New South Wales.

The
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Accordingly, Awards· of the
the: N.S.W;- Commission tend -to cover a wider range of
matters concerning employment than do Commonwealth Awards.

and Agreements is ensured by a
Enforcement: The enforcement of Awards ali.d
number of provisions. These include provisions akin to those in the
Co~onwealth sphere • . Inspectors are appointed to make sure" that Awards are
Co~onwealth

to exa~ine
exa~ine. records; enter premis~s
premis~s and
They are empow'ered
empo~eredto

being observed.

scru"tinise general working conditions.
scrutinise
liable to a fine',

Persons breaching an Award are

Proceedings to recover fines may

be

brought before an

Industr"ia-l Magistrate .
Industrial
.

~.

Summary

The position emerges, therefore, that" in Australia we have taken

indus'trial
a rather unusual course in industrial

~elations.
~elations.

Basically, it is up to

employers and employees to agree upon their terms of employment.

However,

bave- been deVised to ensure minimum proper
there are overriding rules which bavebeendeV1sed

standards.

devise'd and implemented by the Conciliation and
These rules are devised

Arbitration system.

Wale~:'-thiS system works on two levels.
In New South Wale~:·-thiS

There are Federal Awards and State Awards.

Whether a person is entitled to

the" benefit of one
one- Award"
Award' or another depends upon a multi,tude
the
mult~tude of factors.
u-nio~' he belongs
belongs' to or is entitled to belong
Principally it depends upon the trnion

to in the work he is doing.

.

.

Historical reasons often explain why that l1nion
union

has sought to obtain a Federal Award or has been content to remain under
State regulations.

although~nominaily under State regulation, the
Sometimes, although~nominaily

Award is basically just a copy of a Fe~erai counterpart.
is no constitutional power for a Federal Award to be made.

Sometimes, there
The Awards

set out in summary form the main terms governing the employment of a worker.
They are provisions that can be enforced by court proceedings and fines will
them •."Generally,
Generally, Awards are obeyed out
be imposed upon those who disobey them.

of a desire for industrial peace and harmony.
resolved by discussion.

Normally disputes can be

The Conciliation and Arbitration machinery in

provides. the means of bringing disputing parties together in the
Australia prOVides"

name of industrial peace.

The result has been steady significant progress

in industrial conditions and this has tended to encourage improvement in
industrial relations.
EMPLOYEES AND TRADE UNIONS

Registration

provide for the registration of
The State and Federal Acts prOVide

trade unions and employers' organisations.

Registration gives ·the
"the industrial

tribunals a measure of legal control over the internal affairs of these
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organisations.

They are now very powerful units in our society.

It is

therefore important that they should be fairly run and that' their officers
should be democratically elected.

It is also said many times that those who

seek to take the benefit of industrial Awards, legally binding and
enforceable, must be prepared to join in the system and accept i.ts discipli'nes.
discipli·nes.

Union RuZes:

Some of the controls which give certain power over the internal

affairs and rules of these organisations are as follows:
1.

The necessity for certain rules to be included before

registration will be granted.

2.

The enforcement of rules by court
against the officers of an

3.

orde~s, includin~
includin~ orders
orde~s,

organisat~on.
organisat~on.

Ensuring the consistency ~f
of the rules with the provisions
of the Act.

4.

Power of

deregistration if the rules do U?t.
n?t_ operate as

above.
S.
5.

Power to enforce admission to membership of the
orgaI?:is~tion;
orgaI.1:is~tion;

6.·

and
Certain controls over tqe conduct of election ballots.

It should be noted that union members are entitled to a copy of the union rule
book.

If ever a question arises

~s

to the rights of a

m~mber

in respect of

his union, the answer will normally b~
be found in tbe rule book.
difficulty is experienced in obtaining a cqpy
co~Py of

~he

If any

rule book, a copy may

alway~
alway~

be inspected at the local Industrial Registrar's office.

Compulsory Unionism:

the Commonwealth ActAct· gives the Arbitration Commission the

power to order "preference" in employment to union members.

However, it

has been held that this power does not extend to a provision for compulsory
unionism.

In New South Wales, the Industrial Commission may provide for-

"absolute preference" for union members in an Award or agreement.
sometimes ordered.

is the important role of the
unionism.

This is

Inherent in the arbitration system we have in this country
nion.

Many employers prefer to have ful~
full.

In part, this may be for industrial peace.

In part it may be

because it provides an orderly and regular method of consultation with the
staff over grievances.
relations.

institutionalises the system of industrial
Again, it institutiona1ises

The spirit and legal provisions of the Acts in Australia are all

directed towards the encouragement of fair and energetic unionism.

It should

be noted that conscientious objectors will not be ordered to join unions.
If a dispute arises as to whether a person is or is not a conscientious
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objector, this yill be dealt with by a ml!mber of an industrial tribunal.

.RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEES

MiniM Wages

Over the years, the system outlined above has led to

certain basic standards. and conditions being developed.

The achievement of

adequate wage levels in Australia is undoubtedly the most important of the
rights--that can be traced -to the operation' of the arbitration system.
rights·-that

In both the Commonwealth and New South Wales systems, there have been
minimum--wages both- for male-'and'
male--and' fe:inale:
female" employe-es'.--· Until recent
adopted minimum-'wages

female-wage was. less than that payable to male employees.
times, the female'wage
Employees under the age of 21,- have' always' received only a proportion of
the adult wage rate.

s'llch- exceptions, every employee is entitled
Subject to SllCn

to at least the minimum wage.- The

nat~onal·minimum
nat~onal·minimum

wage'

is

fixed from time

to time by the Arbitration Commission in"a hearing which normally takes
r~presEmi:a.tives appear for the A.C. T. U.•
U.•
At- this hearing r~presEmtatives

plac:e in Melbourne-.

the Government, employers' representatives and often State Governments.
Arguments are advanced- about proauctivIty::" the~ capacity of industry to pay,
the cost of

l~ving
l~ving

increases, inflation and so on.

At the end of the case,

ls' handed" down by a "Full Bench of ,the-~Arbitr"ation
"the-~Arbitr"ation Commission,
a decision is'
usually five Members.

This decision fixes the mi-nimum
wage.. .'This
minimum l¥age
This is then

incorporated in all of the Awards of the Arbitration Commission and usually
flows on to State Awards made by the State Commissions.
at the moment is $98.60, for an adult
Equal Pay

The minimum wage

wo~er.
wo~er.

In 1972, the Arbitration Commission laid down the principle that

equal pay should be paid to men and women for work of equal value.

Stages

were set by which this principle was to be introduced into all Awards of
the Commission so that it would be fully operational by 30 June 1975.

The

N.S.W. Industrial Arbitration.Act
Arbitration"Act also contains certain equal pay provisions.
(s.88).

However, because of certain provisos in the section, the principle

of equal pay for work of equal value was not established in New South l-lales
until the Industrial Commission adopted it separately as

3

principle for

its Awards
Awards~ollowing
Commissio~.
~ollowing the 1972 decision of the Commonwealth Commissi0i!'
!
Hours
Hour'S

The history of industrial arbitration
a"rbitration has been one of the gradual

reduction in the standard hours for a working week.
the standard hours are 40 hours per week.

At the present time,

In some industries it has been

agreed between employers and employees that a 35 hour week shall now operate.
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Awards_
In rare cases this agreement has been incorporated in industrial Awards.

Applications have been made or are being made to reduce the 40 hour week
hout's.
to 35 hours.
the moment.

It is one of the, principal trade union aims in Australia at
some{..rhat
The current recession and other circumstances may have somewhat

postponed the urgency of this endeavour.

For the

tim~
tim~

being, the standard

hours throughout the country are almost universally 40.

This does not

mean that an employee cannot be worked beyond 40 hours.

It simply means

that if he does work beyond that standard, he shall be paid at 11penalty
rates:'
Le. at overtime rates which are designed, to compensate
campens_ate him for
rates~ i.e.

intruding. upon his leisure time.
working beyond the standard and intruding,

Different

"penalty"
"penaltyll rates are imposed for working overtime. up to certain hours or for
working on weekends or public holidays.

Precise provisions must be found

in the particular Award governing each employee.
Award to Award.
crib

tim~s,
tim~s,

Provisions' differ from
Provisions·

The Awards also contain specific provisions in respect of

the spread of hours, shift work and picnic days.

In New South

ernploy~es under State Awards have normally been
Wales, the standard hours of ernploy~es
fixed by legislation rather;than through Awards. of the Industrial Commission.

SerVice Leave
Long Se1'tJiee

Lorrg service leave was introduced in New South Wales

by the Long Service Leave Act.

Subject to certain exceptions, an employee

is entitled to long service leave after ten years' service.

Nowadays he

is also entitled to such leave after five years' service where he is

'.

dismissed other than for serious and wilful misconduct or where he has to
incapacity' or domestic or other pressing
leave work because of illness, incapacity·
necessity.

In all of these cases, the leave is calculated

years' service.
on the basis of three months for fifteen years'service.

Usually,

Commonwealth Awards are silent on the question of long service leave.
Accordingly, because there is no Commonwealth provision at all on the question, th
State Long Service Leave Act will apply to all workers, including those
whose other industrial conditions are regulated by Commonwealth Awards.
However, some Federal Awards do contain special long service leave provisions.
Where they do, those Award provisions

take precedence over the State

standard.
Annual Leave:

nowadays

Annual leave is one aspect of working conditions that

usua1l~
usuall~

comes within the ambit of Awards rather than legislation.

The State Act in New South Wales provided for a standard three weeks annual
leave.

Awards'and
However, gradually Federal Awards·
and later New South Wales Awards

adopted prOVisions for four weeks' annual leave.

In 1974 the Industrial
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~earing in mind decisions in the Federal
Commission of New South Wales, ~earing

Commission by which the four weeks leave had gradually become accepted as
the norm, adopted a general ruling on this

subjec~.
subjec~.

It said that it would,

on 'application,
application, grant an increased entitlement of annual leave, extending
the three week period to four weeks.
Australia.

This is now'fairly
now' fairly uniform throughout

Already, some Awards contain

prov~sion
prov~sion

for even longer leave.

a'nd ,Commonwealth,Co~~nwealth: A~ards contain provisionE
provisiom
Most NelV
New South Hales
Wales and

Sick Leave

entitling workers under them to an equivalent of one week's sick leave with

each-'yearf~"~ervice"'-Zri"th
e~ployer.
full 'pay for each
yearf~:'~e~ice·'·.zri"th the e~ployer.
differ.

Award provisions

th~'t' si~k leave entitlements may be accumulated.
Some awards provide th~~'

t~- be carried from one employer to
Other Awards allow" such leave henefits-'
benefits't~-be

another.

As in 'all
all cases here, the first thing to do is to find out exactly

,~employn\ent 'condit:ion~ of the particular persons in
which Award governs th~ ,~employn\ent'condit:ion~
:-

,

question.

Fe,deral Award or is it a State Award?
Is it a Fe4eral

qUestion is
This question

to. the industry
~r 'trade or place of work of the
answered by reference to,
industry~r
"employee.

Normally :it
:i-l: will
wiil be'
be' knowri"'t'o
knowri'-'t'o "the
'the employee himself.

discove'red by t;efe;:ence
-th.~
it can generally be discovered
~fe;ence to
to-th~

If it is not,

~ersonnel. officer
~ersonnel.

OF

the

employer, the relevant union or the 'Industrial
Industrial Registrar.

THE CONTRACT OF EMPLOYllliNT
EMPLOy}!ENT

Just Another Contract:

It has been pointed.out
pointed ,out that when a person works

'.,-

for another he does so in a contractual relationship.
contract in writing.
discussed.

It may not be a

The precise terms of the contract may never really be

However, there is an agreement, if necessary an implied

agreement, which the law imputes to the parties and which governs the
relationship between them.

Until industrial tribunals were established and

Awards made, the mutual entitlements of employer and employee were simply
found in what they agreed upon or what the law implied was their agreement.
Sometimes even today employers and employees reduce some of their contracting
conditions to writing.

If they do so, it is always of vital importance to

find out just what the writing contains.
observed.

Normally no such formality is

However, even if it is observed, if an Award governs th;
th~' parties,

no agreement on their part can override an Award.
is part of the law of the land.

As said before,an Award

It must be opeyed by employer and employee

bound by it.
The above material on Awards should not obscure ·the
'the fact that
many employment conditions are Simply
simply not mentioned in an Award or industrial
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agreement.

independe'
Furthermore, some people are not even employees but are independe·

contractors who are substantially carrying on a business of their own.

A

number of tests exist to determine whether a person is an employee or an
independent contractor.

One of the questions to be asked is whethe':
whethe~ the

alleged employer has the right to control the mode or manner in which the
work has to be done.

If he has, the relationship is one of employment.

not, it is one of independent contract.
he has not.

,

If

In applying this test, such

factors as control over hours of work, mode of payment of wages, the
provision of tools and means of transport and so on are all taken into
account.

The situation has changed significantly in Australia because many
0'£
0,£

the terms and conditions that would in the past have come under the

common law contract of employment, are now covered by clauses in particular
Awards, as has been shown.

Nevertheless, there are many important rights

and duties of employer and employee that are never mentioned in Awards and
are to be found only in the contract between the parties.

AWards:
Importance : ·Conditions Not Governed ·by
-by Awards:

Because the Award- will

normally be confined to terms and conditions that are the minimum, the
"contract of employment" between a particular employer and an employee may
conunon law and the rights and dut.ies
be an amalgum of the common
dut~es laid down
specifically in the Award.

Dismissal:

perfonnance of a contract of employment must be undertaken
The performance

by a person who enters into that contract.
of duties to another.
contract.

There is no right of assignment

The performance must comply with the terms of the

At C9mmon law there was some doubt as to the duration and

termination of a contract of employment.

However, in

matters are now covered by specific Award provisions.

~ost
~ost

cases, these two

Normally it is

provided in Awards that except in cases of casual employment, employment
is to be on a weekly basis.

That means that the contract can only be

terminated by the employer giving to the employee a week's notice.
an employee must give the employer a week's notice.

Likewise

~the
Alternatively the

employer must payor the employee must forfeit a week's wages.

At common

law the position with respect to termination of employment was probably
that the employer could dismiss an employee summarily on the grounds of
misconduct at any

time~
time~

There were other such grounds at common law

sufficient to justify summary dismissal.

It is still possible, even under
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current Awards, for an employer to dismiss an employee instantly for
misconduct.

However,
- many Award provisions now'put
now-put limitations upon the
However,-many

employer' 5 unfettered right'.
right'.'- Proceedings can be- brought for reinsta tement

where an employee is unjustly or harshly dismissed.

Reinstatement orders

are made by ,the Industrial Court or the Industrial Commission.

Because of

the doubts concerning the circUmstances warranting instant dismissal, most
employers"nowadays
-8 week's -dismissal.
employers'nowadays prefer to give -a

However, even this may

not be just, depending· upon- the circumstances and reasons
dismissaL

that motivate the

Specific provisions are-'contained
are: 'contained in the -Common:wealth and State

Acts to prevent discrimination against union members and penalising workers
who engage in lawful union conduct.
Wages:

Obviously, under-a contract of employment, the employee has a right

to wages and may sue to recover them
them' where they
the'y are
'are unpaid.

At common law

this 'took
-took the form
fonn of an action for the amount of money owing. Failure to
pay wages is also a breach of the contract of employment and gives rise to
an action for damages.· -Where,
statutory deb~
deb:: is_created.
is _created.

'however~"'wages
'however~"'wages

Thi~

are fixed by an Award, a

is independent of any right sreated by

Un"der
arbitra"tion, the'wages
the "wages agreed'
agreed" to-or arbitrated'
Uncer the system:of
system. of arbitracion,

contract.

become the legal fixed minimum wage.

It is then unlawful for a contract of

employment to be made which involves the payment of a lower wage.

Any such

contract will amount to a breach of an Award and will be the basis for
proceedings that may result in a fine against chose who sought to circumvent
the arbitration system.

Likewise, proceedings may be brought to recover

wages due under an Award or an

underp~yment
underp~yment

of wages.

There are time limits

in respect of such proceedings and accordingly they should be brought
promptly.
In situations where there is no express provision made either in
legislation (an Act of Parliament) or an Award, the common law rules still
apply.

Many of the rights and duties of employers and employees are not

covered by Awards.

The first step in any dispute about the rights of an

employer ,and
governin{
-and an employee is to discover the Award provision, if any.! governinf
the matter.

If the Award is Silent, it is then necessary to go back to the

general law of contract.

If a specific agreement was reached between the

parties, this agreement will govern their relationships.

If no specific

agreement was arrived at, the common law will step in and imply the terms
which ought reasonably to be implied having regard to all the circumstances
and to like contracts generally.
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DUTIES OF EMPLOYERS
An employer must pay his employee the wages fixed by Award or
any wages in excess that are agreed upon.

cormnon law, the employer was
At common

under a duty. to summon medical aid for an employee who fell ill or was
injured •. Nowadays, these matters are normally dealt with by workers'
compensation legislation and sick leave provision in Awards.
At cornmon law there was no duty to pay for an employee's
accommodation or food.

However, this rule has been changed by statute and

by certain awards, especially in cases where "employees
'employees have to perform
'or specialised work requiring specific clothing or where
wher'e
particularly dirty ·or
they have to live away from home and require accommodation.

Special allowancE

purpos,es.
are often provided for in Awards for these purpos~s.
At common law there was no duty on the part of an employer to give
an employee a character reference.

However, if the employer does give a

'certain special protections
reference, either in'writing
in"writing or by telephone, "certain
wha~ would otherwise be defamatory.
exist against what;,

An employee is.entitled to

express his honest view, so long as he does 'not show malice or negligence
in doing so.
There was no duty at common
servant's property.

There is,

l~w

.,

".
however, a

requiring an employer to protect

hi~

duty to reimburse an employee for

all expenses properly incurred within the scope of his employment.

There is

also an obligation to indemnify the employee against liabilities and losses
occurring within the scope of that employment.
The employer also has a duty at common law to use reasonable care
in relation to the safety of his employees.

It has been held that this duty

has not been carried out where the employer bas failed to provide competent
fellow employees, a safe place of work, safe plant and appliances and a safe
system of work.
be~ause
be~ause

If an employee is injured in the course of his employment

of the failure of the employer to comply with these duties, he will be

entitled to sue his employer by claiming damages for negligence.

If the

employee contributes in any way to the happening of his own accident, this
is called contributory negligence.

It may justify a reduction of damages to

the extent of "the employee's own responsibility for his injuries.
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Quite often, legislation imposes specific duties on employers.

The Factories and Shops Act lays down a number of rules governing the way
in which machines must be fenced and factories run for the safety of
employees.

If these provisions are not complied with, and the employee

suffers injury as a result, he may claim damages against the employer based
uponupon' the breach.

There is an absolute duty in New South Wales
Hales to fence

and guard dangerous machinery so that·s
that-s worker-will no~come
no~come Into contact
with moving parts.

If he does, and is injured, the employer will be liable

for the failure to provide -adequate fencing..

There are many like

provisions in respect of scaffolding and particular protections are given
to particular classes of employees such as excavators, coal miners, crane
drivers and so on.

ifuether
1~ether

an entit~ement
entitl.ement to sue for damages(based either

upon the common law duty of care mentioned above or breach of a specific
statutory duty)exist~,
an·d .evaluation of the facts measured
duty)exist~, depends upon and
against the legal responsibilities cast upon employer and employee alike.
Where an employee is injured at work;
work,- it is always appropriate in a serious
case
-to seek advice
_from a solicitor concerning the employee's entitlement
entitlemen t
case-to
advice_from
to damages.· Such entitlement"
entitlement, if a settlement cannot be reached with the
employer's insurer, 1:s
is normally determined in-a trial conducted-before a
a·jurY~of·four
judge and, often, "a·
jury~of· four persons.

The N.S.W •. Labor Council has

a special compensation department which handles thousands of cases of this
kind every year.

Any questions concerning a person I s entitlements following

injury at work should be referred eithe~
eitheF. to a

~olicitor

or to an officer

of the Labor Council.

Compensation:.'
Workers' Compensation

It might be appropriate briefly to mention in this

context that all States have workers' compensation legislation.

This ensures

that employees recover compensation when they suffer injury arising in
connection with their employment either at work or on a journey to work.
The right of an employee to claim under such legislation does not depend
upon any finding of fault on the part of the employer.
negligence on the part of the employee relevant.
to be found in the Workers' Compensation Act 1926.

Nor is contributory

The N.S.W
•. legislation is
N.S.W_.
Most employees in

Federal unions are also covered by the prov~sions
prov.isions of this Act, although
employees of the

Common~alth
Common~alth

Government

protect them in like circumstances.
injuries arising out of or in the

hav~

their own legislation to

The Act provides compensation for

cour~e
cour~e

arising when journeying to and from work.

of the employment and for injuries
The Act also provides for

comp~nsation during periods when an employee, by reason of such an injury, is
compe.nsation
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fit only for light work.

The first advice that must be given to a person

certified fit for light work is to apply for such work from his employer.
following application, light work
be paid full compensation.

~s

If,

not supplied, the injured worker must

lhe Act also provides for lump sum payments in

the event" of certain specific injuries.

so that when
Provision is also made so

damages are recovered, compensation received is deducted from the damages
to prevent double payments.

Certain defences exist under the Act, including

a defence which restricts the right to recover compensation where injury is
self inflicted or aris"es from serious and wilful misconduct.

DUTIES OF EMPLOYEES
The duties of employees under a contract of employment may also arise frO!
common law rules.

The basic duty is one of

f~ithful
f~ithful

principle has been reduced· to certain specifics.

service.

This wide

The use of materials and/or

information hostile to the employer's interests is forbidden.
wrongful aid to the employer's competitor~
is,prohlbited.
competitor~ is,prohibited.

The giving of

Making secret

profits from employment is proscribed.
Closely allied to the duty-of faithful service is the obligation.
to make available to the employer inventions made in the cpurse of the
employment.

The employee is also under a duty to o1?ey
o~ey all lawful and

reasonable commands of his employer.

,

A command to dp work for which the

employee was not engaged is not considered a iawful command.

Similarly, an

employee is justified in disobeying a command which might give rise to death
or grave personal injuries or to a breach of the law.
Finally, an employee is under a duty to serve
due care.

his employer with

Qut this duty can give rise to an action in
Failure to carry o,ut

?egligence by the employer.

However, such an action will not

~rise
~rise

where

the employee is carrying out a task for which he is not normally employed or
which entails skills which he has not professed to have.
SUMMARY

1.

employer and employee in respect of
The rights and duties of emp20yer

employment stem basically from the contract of employment which is the
agreement made made between employer and employee.
It may not even have been

disc~ssed
disc~ssed

between them.

It may not be in writing.
Many principles are implied

by the common law to adjust the reciprocal rights and duties of each.
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2.

On to this"91d-fashioned"system has been grafted a modern,

thoroughly indigenous, Australian system of conciliation and arbitration.

3.

The conciliation and arbitration system works at two levels.

are Federal and State tribunals.
seek to

p~omote
p~omote

agreements to solve the disputes.

will make Awards which are legally

4.

bi~ding
bi~ding

TIley

Where these fail, they

and enforceable.·

These Awards may contain very specific provisions which govern

employment relationships.
as.wil~
as.wil~

There

These deal ¥ith industrial disputes.

But they do not contain provisions in such detail

cover. each and every issue which arises in the employment relationshiJ
relationshi}

of employer and employee.
5.

"It is always a first step, when asked about the employment rights

and duties of a person,
person) to discover the Award, if any, under which he is
working.

In" case of doubt",
doubt', this can normally be discovered from the State or

Commonwealth Industrial Regfstrar",
Registrar', "Copy of this Award can be obtained.
"to date

copies~must
copies~must

frequently Awards are out of date

6.

Up

always be" secured as there are so many changes that
with~n
with~n

a

s~or~

interval.

If the Award is silent or if no Award exists for a particular class

of persons, it is necessary to go back to the 'contract
"contract between the parties.
If there is no specific contract

betwee~
betwee~

the parties, the common law provides

general principles to guide people about their respective rights and
obligations.
7.

On top of this system there are special statutes which cover

questions such as workers' compensation and industrial safety.

Breaches of

these statutes can give rise to claims for compensation or damages that
are enforceable in the appropriate courts.
8.

This review of the law of employment can only be a sketch.

The last

volume of the standard English text on
on". these subjects was 1300 pages
page~ long.
,
It contained nothing about the industrial conciliation and arbitration system
which is at the heart of Australian employment law.
appreciated that this is a big subject.

It can therefore be

The most this chapter can do is to

call attention to some of the main themes.

A~VARD OF THE AtTST1VI.LIAN
AtTST1VI.t.IAN
SAHPLE PAGE OF AN A~VARD
ARBITRATION COHHISSION

(CONSf)LJDAITn)
VEHICLE INDUSTRY (CONSnLIDArF.n)

28 - CHANGE OF PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT
Where an ernployertransfers
employer transfers an employee, after he commences work, from
f,rom the
place which hp. usually works to another place, fares to and from such altered
place shall be paid by the employer to the employee, whether the employee
travels by cycle or otherwise, except when he is transported by the employer.

29 - ARTICLES OF CLOTllING
CLOTlIING
(a)

Where an employee is required by l.aw
~aw or by his employer to wear any

special uniform, cap, overall or other article, it shall be supplied and
laundered (excluding shirts) by the employer at no cost tp such employee.
(b)

,required by his employer to work continuously in
Where an employee is .required

conditions in which, because of their nature, his clothing would otherwise
become saturated, he shall be provided with suitable protective clothing
free of cost.
(c)

Clothing shall remain the property of the employer, and the employee

shall be liable for the cost of replace,ment
replac~ment of any article of protective
clothing which is 10,st,
lost, destroyed or damaged through the negligence of the
employee.
(HONEY)
30 - CHANGE (MONEY)

Where an employer requires an employee to give change to clients, such change
shall be supplied by the employer.

31 - GEAR TO BE PROVIDED
The employer shall provide all gear necessary for:
(a) the securing of any load on a vehicle;
(b) the loading and unloading of vehicles.

32 - HEAVY ARTICLES
An employee unaided by proper auxiliary applicances or by another man, shall
not be permitted to life or carry goods over 112 pounds in weight.

33 - AWARD TO BE EXHIBITED
(a)

A copy of this award and any variation thereto shall, as soon as the

of.ficial print is available, be posted by the employer in a prominent place
official
where it is easily accessible to the employees.
(b)

After compliance with sub-clause(a) of this clause, the Award and any

variations thereto shall be kept posted at least every six months.
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